ABSTRACT:
INTRODUCTION
This study aims at improving the numerical Tools for dimensioning the Ultra Large Container Ships (TULCS). This is a European project of the Seventh Framework Program with grant agreement number FP7-234146. Slamming loads are parts of the hydrodynamic loads acting on the hull of container ships; mainly on their bow part. Actual configurations are difficult to handle. However we are here concerned with the early stages of penetration of such bodies in water. Therefore simplifications are possible. One of them is to reduce the geometrical definition of the body shape by using its two radii of curvature at the initial contact point.
The oblique water entry of an elliptic paraboloid is hence considered in the frame of the linearized Wagner problem. Basically the boundary value problem is posed in Potential Theory for the displacement potential which is the time integral of the velocity potential. As long as the wetted surface is elliptic, the Galin's theorem (see Galin, 1953) provides that displacement potential. We focus on the oblique entry and it is shown that this configuration slightly differs from the pure vertical entry. As a consequence the leading order vertical force remains unchanged whatever the horizontal kinematics. However the local loads are substantially modified. In particular, the appearance of negative pressure is increased as the horizontal velocity increases. The pressure formulation is improved by using the Modified Logvinovich Model (MLM). Comparisons are made with experimental data. The experimental program is performed in BGO First (La Seyne/mer, France). Pressures, forces and time variations of the expanding wetted surface are analyzed and compared to the theoretical results. The agreement shows that Wagner model is quite satisfactory.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. The first section describes the theoretical developments. The solution for penetration with two Degrees of Freedom (DoF) is detailed. The calculations of global and local loads are described in a second section. The comparisons of theoretical and experimental data are discussed in the third section. In appendix, the Galin's theorem and its application for solving the present problem are detailed.
THE LINEARIZED WAGNER MODEL
The linearized Wagner problem is formulated in Potential Theory in the absence of gravity and surface tension and under the assumptions of the so-called flat-disk approximation (see Korobkin and Pukhnachov, 1988) .That means that the body is flat enough and this flatness is measured by the angle between the body and the fluid surface. We study here an elliptic paraboloid. The initial dead rise angle is thus zero when the body hits the liquid flat free surface. Air cushion effects may hence occur depending of the importance of the curvature radii. Those effects are not accounted for in the present approach.
Method of solution
It is well known that the three dimensional Wagner problem applied to arbitrary shapes is still open (see Scolan and Korobkin 2008) . However exact solutions exist when the body shape is simple. In Scolan and Korobkin (2001) a survey collects the different methods of solution applied to three dimensional bodies impacting a flat free surface. In particular the inverse problem yields exact solutions under the assumption that the flat disk (the linearized wetted surface) is elliptic whatever the slope at the initial contact point: discontinuous for an elliptic cone or continuous for an elliptic paraboloid. For the latter shape the inverse problem can be revisited by using the Galin's theorem which appears to be a powerful shortcut. To this end, the Boundary Value Problem (BVP) is formulated with the displacement potential. This potential is the time integral of the classical velocity potential. The corresponding Boundary Value Problem is formulated in Korobkin and Scolan (2006) and it reads D t is elliptic and the shape function f is a polynomials. Details about Galin's theorem and its application are given in appendix. As a consequence it is shown that an elliptic paraboloid entering a flat free surface with an arbitrary vertical kinematics has an elliptic wetted surface at any time. Another proof of the latter statement is given by Korobkin (2002) . We denote ( ) 
and the displacement potential reads
where E is a standard Elliptic Integral (see appendix).
If the coordinate system ( ) , x y is non inertial, -in other words the coordinate system ( ) 
Entry with more than one DoF
The case of the elliptic paraboloid which enters an initially flat free surface with more than one DoF is fully described in Scolan and Korobkin (2014) . Fig. 1 shows the configuration. The restriction to the combination of vertical and horizontal translational motions is treated in the next developments. The horizontal motion occurs in the direction. We consider that the elliptic paraboloid is described in a local coordinate system
where the function f is given by (23). We denote ( ) 
We use the change of variables, y y y δ = − % so that the vertical displacement which appears in the Neumann condition on the wetted surface in BVP (1) becomes
while the other equations remain unchanged but now in the coordinates system ( )
, ,
x y z . The method of solution yields the same solution and the displacement potential reads
We conclude that the size of the wetted surface in the coordinates ( ) 
Eq. (11) shows that the velocity potential vanishes at the contact line as the square root of the distance to the contact line. Eq. (11) reduces to Eq. (4.10) of Scolan and Korobkin (2001) if the horizontal velocity is zero. However, in contrast to the pure vertical kinematics, the expression of the velocity potential (11) does not reduce to the product of the square root of the contact line function times a function of time only, as suggested by Leonov (1940) . Hence the models based on that assumption fails at solving properly the oblique entry problem (see Tassin et al., 2012) .
GLOBAL AND LOCAL LOADS

Pressure
At the leading order, the pressure follows from the linearized Bernoulli equation 
We consider an elliptic paraboloid which enters the free surface with vertical velocity
The spatial and temporal variations of the pressure are analyzed in Scolan and Korobkin (2012a) . In particular it is shown when and where the pressure becomes lower than atmospheric pressure on the wetted surface. The so called Modified Logvinovich Model for the pressure (see Korobkin and Malenica, 2005; Korobkin, 2005) is considered as an improvement of the pressure calculation since we get a uniformly valid distribution up to the contact line where pressure reaches the atmospheric pressure. The equation for the MLM pressure with horizontal velocity reads ( ) 
where the support of integration is the linearized wetted surface ( ) D t . By using the expression of the velocity potential ( ) 11 and the identities (5), the vertical force reads ( )
where η is given in (29). It is worth noting that, at the leading order, the force depends on the time variation of the penetration depth only since the factor 
DISCUSSION
In order to validate the theoretical results, we use the experimental data base obtained during the experimental program described in Scolan (2012) and Le Hir (2012) . An elliptic paraboloid is set on a forced motion generator above a free surface as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The available motion generator imposes two constraints: 1) a maximum allowed force and 2) a maximum amplitude of velocity (whatever its direction). The amplitude of velocity cannot be greater than 1m/s. From that constraint the largest possible size of the elliptic paraboloid is defined by the two radii of curvature set to x R = 0.75 m and y R = 2 m along the x and y directions. The aspect ratio of the shape is k γ = 0.61237 and the aspect ratio of the elliptic contact line is k = 0.67422. The instrumentation allows to measure the vertical and horizontal forces. The pressure is also measured at several locations along the symmetry axes of the elliptic paraboloid. (13)) and experimental data for pure vertical motions and oblique motions.
As usual the first order formulation (16) slightly overestimates the force. As shown in Korobkin (2004) the agreement is improved by numerically integrating the MLM pressure (13) over the wetted surface. That requires to precisely detect the point where the pressure vanishes close to the contact line. Unfortunately the comparison of the measured and computed horizontal force is not possible. The main reason is a lack of stiffness of the setup which introduces perturbations of the same order than the measured force itself.
Regarding the expansion of the wetted surface, we observe the body penetration by using a submerged camera. It records along a vertical axis upwards. Successive snapshots of the body penetration are shown in Fig. 4 . The snapshots are ranged from top to bottom and from left to right. The limit of the wetted surface is underlined with the thick white lines.
From the image processing and by using the grid we detect the time variation of the expanding wetted surface. We collect the data of 12 tests for different couples of velocity components ( ) The error between experiments and theory is within 10% except at the early stage of penetration when it is difficult to detect the contact line accurately. The absolute error of measurement is approximately one third the size of the cell grid (0.05 m) yielding the highest relative error of 20%.
Regarding the pressure we surprisingly get a rather satisfactory agreement. The pressure is measured at three and six points along the x and y directions respectively. The positions of the sensors are collected in the Table 1. MLM pressure (13) is averaged over the sensor area. Here this area is circular with radius sensor r = 2.5 mm. A time lag is determined to adjust the theoretical and experimental pressures. Comparisons are shown in Fig. 6 . Table 1 Except for the first hit sensor, the agreement is rather good. As an example, we focus, in Fig. 7 on the couple of vertical and horizontal velocities (W = 0.7876 m/s, V = 0.5850 m/s) for which we plot the sudden rise up of the pressure when the pressure sensor is hit by the fluid.
(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) Table 1 .
It is clear that the only way to properly capture the rise up is the averaging of the pressure over the sensor area. The pressure is recorded with a sampling frequency of 20 KHz and it is not enough for the first hit sensors. However for the intermediate sensors, the rise up is well captured by the large enough number of points. For the last sensors, theoretical and measured data show large discrepancies. One of the reasons is the effects of the water suddenly ejected in the jet which provokes a depression before being hit by the bulk of the fluid. It should be noted that averaging the numerical pressure on the sensor area has also a strong influence on the maximum pressure. Here this maximum is rather well predicted while without averaging the maximum would be largely overpredicted as shown in Scolan (2014) .
It should be noted that in the present experimental program, the horizontal velocity component is low (less than 1 m/s). Hence we cannot reach the time at which the pressure falls below the atmospheric pressure on the wetted surface. As shown in Moore et al. (2012) for a cone but also shown in Scolan and Korobkin (2014) for the present shape, the time at which the pressure falls below zero corresponds to 
where D is a.standard Integral Elliptic (see Appendix).
In the present case, 
CONCLUSION
The oblique entry of three dimensional body is analyzed in the frame of the Wagner theory. Comparisons with dedicated experimental data show that Wagner model is quite satisfactory not only in terms of the dynamics of the wetted surface but also in terms of the local loads. The comparisons regarding the global loads are less convincing. One of the reasons is the lack of stiffness of the experimental set-up. New experimental programs are highly required in order to confirm the role of the horizontal velocity in the appearance of low pressure areas.
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that means that I is a polynomial in ( ) , x y of the same degree as P . A generalization of this theorem is given in Kalker (1973 and 1990) . We assume in the sequel that Galin's theorem can be inverted: If I is polynomial in ( ) , x y , say with degree M , then P is polynomial as well with same degree M . In practice knowing the coefficients pq a , we can determine explicitly the coefficients pq b as shown in Vorovich et al. (1974) . We consider the elliptic paraboloid whose shape function is given by 
